Penny battery diagram

Key concepts Electricity Batteries Electrochemical reaction Electric conductor. Introduction
Can you imagine how your life would change if batteries did not exist? If it were not for this
handy way to store electrical energy, we would not be able to have all of our portable electronic
devices, such as phones, tablets and laptop computers. So many other itemsâ€”from
remote-control cars to flashlights to hearing aidsâ€”would also need to be plugged into a wall
outlet in order to function. In Alessandro Volta invented the first battery, and scientists have
been hard at work ever since improving previous designs. With all this work put into batteries
and all the frustration you might have had coping with dead ones, it might surprise you that you
can easily make one out of household materials. Try this activity and it might just charge your
imagination! Background Batteries are containers that store chemical energy, which can be
converted to electrical energyâ€”or what we call electricity. They depend on an electrochemical
reaction to do this. The reaction typically occurs between two pieces of metal, called electrodes
, and a liquid or paste, called an electrolyte. For a battery to work well, the electrodes must be
made up of two different types of materials. This ensures one will react differently than the other
with the electrolyte. This difference is what generates electricity. Connect the two electrodes
with a material that can transport electricity well called a conductor and the chemical reactions
fire up; the battery is generating electricity! As you make connections, note that electricity likes
to take the path of least resistance. If there are multiple ways to go from one electrode to the
other, the electricity will take the path that lets it flow most easily. Now that you know the
essentials of a battery, let's examine some household materials. Aluminum foil is a good
conductorâ€”electricity flows easily through it. The human body conducts electricity as well,
but not as well as aluminum foil. Electrodes are as common as copper pennies you might have
stashed in your piggy bank. As for electrolytes, they are found all over the kitchen; lemon juice
is just one example. A simple household battery might be easier to make than you imagined!
Observations and results Did you feel the tingling in your fingertip? The battery you just made
has a copper and an aluminum electrode separated by electrolyte lemon juice. It will generate
electricity as soon as the electricity has a path to flow from one electrode to the other. You
created this path using strips of aluminum, a material that conducts electricity well. By
connecting your battery to your fingertip, you allowed the small amount of electricity it
generates to run through your body. This amount of electricity can create a tingling feeling in a
fingertip. Experiences will differ from person to person. Some people might only feel the bigger
signal generated by connecting several batteries in a particular way. Letting the aluminum
strips touch provides a very easy way for the electricity to run from one electrode to the other,
so almost no electricity will travel through your body and the tingling sensation disappears.
Plastic and wood do not conduct electricity well; none will be felt when using these materials as
connections. Metals, on the other hand, conduct electricity well. Different combinations of
metals as electrodes will influence the amount of electricity generated. Using identical metals as
electrodes will not generate electricity, however. In this activity you made a very low-voltage
homemade battery. But using commercial batteries can be dangerousâ€”and never experiment
with wall outlets! More to explore Batteries , from ExplainThatStuff! How Do Batteries Work?
This activity brought to you in partnership with Science Buddies. You have free article s left.
Already a subscriber? Sign in. See Subscription Options. Celebrate Math Awareness Month.
Shop Now. Key concepts Electricity Batteries Electrochemical reaction Electric conductor
Introduction Can you imagine how your life would change if batteries did not exist? Materials At
least two pennies Water A few drops of dishwashing soap Paper towels Aluminum foil at least
nine by 60 centimeters Scissors Ruler At least one lemon preferably with a thin skin Plate Knife
and an adult's help when using it At least two plastic-coated paper clips Preparation Wash your
pennies in soapy water, then rinse and dry them off with a paper towel. This will remove any dirt
sticking to them. Carefully cut three aluminum foil rectangles, each three centimeters by 20
centimeters. Fold each strip in thirds lengthwise to get three sturdy
one-centimeter-bycentimeter aluminum strips. Note: In this activity you will make a very
low-voltage battery. The amount of electricity generated by this homemade battery is safe, and
you will even be able to test it by touching your finger to it and feeling the weak current. Higher
voltages of electricity, however, can be very dangerous and even deadly; you should not
experiment with commercial batteries or wall outlets. Procedure Place the lemon on its side on
a plate and have an adult carefully use the knife to make a small cut near the middle of the
lemon away from either end. Make the cut about two centimeters long and one centimeter deep.
Make a second, similar cut about one centimeter away and parallel to the first cut. Push a penny
in the first cut until only half of it is showing above the lemon skin. Part of the penny should be
in contact with the lemon juice because that is what serves as the electrolyte. This copper
penny in contact with the lemon juice serves as your first electrode. Note: If your lemon has a
very thick skin, you might need an adult to carefully cut away some lemon peel. Why do you

think is it important for part of the penny to be in contact with the lemon juice? Slide one of the
aluminum strips in the second cut until you are sure part of the aluminum is in contact with the
lemon juice. Can you guess which part of a battery the aluminum strip that sits inside the lemon
is? Do you think it is important for the aluminum to be in contact with the lemon juice? You
have just made a battery! It has two electrodes made of different metals and an electrolyte
separating them. Do you think this battery is generating electricity or is there still something
missing? Your battery can generate electricity but will only do so when the electrodes are
connected with something that conducts electricity. To make a connection attach the second
aluminum strip to the part of the penny sticking out of the lemon with a plastic-coated paper
clip. Make sure the aluminum touches the penny so electricity can pass between the copper and
aluminum. You used an aluminum strip to create a connection; would you expect a plastic strip
to work as well? Do you know why you do not need to create a connection to the second
electrode for this particular battery? As soon as the two aluminum strips touch one another,
electricity will be produced in the battery and flow through the strips, from one electrode to the
other. Because you cannot see the electricity flowing, you can try to feel it. Keep the two strips
about one centimeter apart and touch your fingertip to them. Can you feel a tingling, created by
a small amount of electricity running from one aluminum strip to the other through your body?
For more electrical juice and slightly stronger tingling sensation , you can build a second
battery, identical to the first. You can choose a different spot on the lemon you just used or use
a second lemon to build a second battery. Note that you only need one aluminum strip to build a
second battery. To connect the second one to the original find the aluminum strip of the first
battery that serves as electrode. It has its end inserted in the lemon. Use a plastic-coated paper
clip to attach the other end of this aluminum strip to the penny of the second battery. This
connects the aluminum electrode of the first battery to the copper electrode of the second
battery. Test this set of connected batteries in a similar way as you tested the single battery,
bringing the ends of the two aluminum foil strips sticking out of your battery set those that have
a free end in contact with your fingertip. Can you feel electricity running? If you could feel it well
the first time, is this any different? Note: If you cannot feel the tingling sensation, check if each
electrodeâ€”pennies and the aluminum strips stuck in the lemonâ€”are inserted deep enough
so they are in contact with lemon juice; make sure there is firm contact between the penny and
its attached aluminum strip; and that the aluminum strips are not touching one another. If all is
correct, maybe you need slightly more electricity to feel tingling. You can test another person to
see if he or she can feel the electricity or you can opt to add one more lemon battery to your set.
Extra: Now that you can detect whether electricity is generated or not, try some different
configurations. What happens if you let the aluminum strips touch? What happens if you
replace an aluminum strip with a plastic piece, an unfolded metal paper clip or a toothpick?
Extra: Scientists call the way you connected your batteries in this activity "connecting batteries
in series. Try it out by connecting the two copper electrodes to one another and attaching the
two aluminum electrodes in the same way. Note: You will need an extra strip of aluminum to do
this. Scientists call this "connecting batteries in parallel. Do you feel a difference? Extra: Try
different types of metals as electrodes for your batteries. Do you think a battery with two
pennies as electrodes would generate electricity? What about a battery with a penny and a
nickel? Note that some combinations might generate electricity but the amount generated might
be below your ability to feel it. Connecting two or more of these batteries might help you
identify good combinations. Extra: You used a lemon to provide the electrolyte for your battery.
Do you think other vegetables or fruits would work as well? Would a potato, apple or onion
battery work? Try a few from around the kitchen with permission, of course. Does one particular
fruit or vegetable outperform the others? With what you learned about how batteries generate
electricity, why do you think that one type of produce made a stronger battery? Extra : If you
have an LED light-emitting diode available, investigate how many lemon batteries are needed to
light it. Build a Cooler. Get smart. Sign up for our email newsletter. Sign Up. See Subscription
Options Already a subscriber? Sign In See Subscription Options. Last Updated: March 18,
References Tested. This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors and researchers
who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 14 references cited in this
article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. The wikiHow Video Team also followed
the article's instructions and verified that they work. This article has been viewed , times. Learn
more Did you ever think that you could use a vegetable as a battery? Well, potatoes contain
phosphoric acid which can serve as the chemical solution necessary to transfer electrons back
and forth between the metal plates. Let's get started! To create a potato battery, start by
inserting a galvanized nail near the middle of the potato and pushing it in until it's almost to the
other side. Next, insert a copper coin halfway into the potato about 1 inch away from the nail.
Make sure the nail and coin aren't touching each other! Then, using the end clips of a voltmeter,

attach one clip to the nail and the other to the penny. You'll see a small increase in voltage on
the voltmeter -- you just created a single-cell battery! For more tips, including how to use
multiple potatoes for a stronger battery, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes No. Log in
Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username
or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. We use cookies to make wikiHow
great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust
wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll
Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Method 1 of Gather the necessary materials. To make a
single potato battery you will need a potato, a galvanized nail, a copper coin, two alligator clips,
and a voltmeter. Galvanized nails are standard nails that have a zinc coating. Use a fresh potato
as the experiment depends upon the juices inside the potato. Insert the galvanized nail near the
middle of the potato. Push the nail into the potato until it is almost to the other side. Cover your
work surface with plastic or newspaper to avoid getting potato juice everywhere. Insert the
copper coin into the potato about an inch away from the galvanized nail. Repeat the previous
step with the copper coin. Make sure that the nails are not touching within the potato. If they
touch, the circuit will not be complete and the battery will not produce any voltage. If the nails
do end up touching, simply reposition them so they are no longer touching. The distance
between the nails does not need to be exactly one inch, but you want them to be close together.
Connect one clip to the copper coin and one lead of the voltmeter. The voltmeter should have a
black lead and red lead. Connect the copper coin to the red lead of the voltmeter using the
alligator clips. In this case, use the yellow lead for this step. Connect the second clip to the
galvanized nail and the remaining lead of the voltmeter. The galvanized nail should be
connected to the black lead of the voltmeter. Check the reading on the voltmeter. You should
see a small increase in voltage on the voltmeter. You may notice that the voltmeter is reading a
negative value. If this is the case, simply switch the clips on the voltmeter leads and it should
change to a positive voltage. If the voltage is very low, try moving the nails closer together.
Again, make sure they are not touching within the potato. Method 2 of Gather your materials
together. To make a potato battery you will need two galvanized nails, two copper coins, two
potatoes, three alligator clip leads with clips on both ends, and a small clock. Galvanized nails
are regular nails that have a zinc coating that is necessary for this experiment. Copper coins, if
needed, can also be found at a standard hardware or home improvement store. Use firm and
fresh potatoes. The liquid in the potatoes is necessary for this experiment, so dried out
potatoes will not work. Insert one galvanized nail into the middle of each potato. Using firm
pressure, insert the nail into the potato until it almost reaches the other side. Simply pull the
nail back so it is no longer sticking out. To make cleanup easier at the end, cover your work
surface with newspaper or a plastic bag. Push one copper coin into each potato about one inch
apart from the galvanized nail. Repeat the previous step with the copper coin, ensuring that it
does not touch the galvanized nail. The exact distance between the nails is not important, you
just want them to be close together without touching. Connect the two potatoes with one
alligator clip lead. Attach one clip to the galvanized nail in the first potato and the other clip to
the copper coin in the second potato. This will complete the circuit for your battery. Finishing
this step, the two potatoes should be attached to each other and the clock. Check to make sure
that all of your clips are securely attached. All rights reserved. This image may not be used by
other entities without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Attach one clip lead to the
copper coin and the other clip to the positive side of the battery box. Clip one end of the wire to
this positive side. Take the other end and clip it to the copper coin in the first potato. This
makes the first connection in the circuit for the battery. Attach the second clip lead to the
galvanized nail in the second potato and the negative side of the battery box. The other side of
the battery box will have a - sign on it. Clip a new lead onto this negative end. Clip the other side
of the lead onto the galvanized nail in the second potato. At this point, each potato should be
connected to the clock, but not to each other. One wire should be attached to the copper coin
on one potato and a second wire should be attached to the galvanized nail on the second
potato. Check to see if the clock is working. At this point, the second hand on the clock should
be moving. The copper coin needs to be on the positive terminal and the galvanized nail needs
to be on the negative terminal. Make sure you are also using fresh potatoes. Why do I have to
use galvanized nails and copper nails instead of ordinary nails? You have to use those nails
because ordinary nails don't have the metal needed for the electrodes. Not Helpful 43 Helpful Do
I need to use specific colors of wires or can I use only red and black wires? Any wire is fine, the
only thing that needs to be different is the metals you are inserting into the potato. Not Helpful
50 Helpful Any type of potato will do, but the size depends on what you are trying to power. Not
Helpful 44 Helpful It can power anything under the range of voltage the potato produces. Not
Helpful 49 Helpful I don't know about all of the other vegetables and fruits, but lemons work

great for this project. Not Helpful 40 Helpful Start with something that is around 10v. Don't
select a value that is too small, such as 1v, or you could damage your meter. Always start out
with a setting larger than you think you need, and work your way down. Not Helpful 46 Helpful
About halfway. If you are using a US penny, push it in so you can only see Lincoln's head. Not
Helpful 15 Helpful Yes, just make sure to connect them with a conductor. Try researching on
circuits for reference. Not Helpful 47 Helpful Galvanized nails are common at any hardware
store. While you could probably find copper nails at most, as well, you certainly can find thick,
solid copper wire not stranded at at most any hardware store. That will also work just fine. Not
Helpful 48 Helpful No, aluminum is not magnetic, and it will not flow through the potato to the
clock. Not Helpful 61 Helpful Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. You can also
try this with other fruits and vegetables, like lemons. Helpful 18 Not Helpful 2. Submit a Tip All
tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. Young children should be
supervised when performing this experiment. Nails and wires can be sharp if handled
incorrectly. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 1. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References 5. About
This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: March 18, Article Summary X To create a
potato battery, start by inserting a galvanized nail near the middle of the potato and pushing it
in until it's almost to the other side. Italiano: Creare una Batteria Utilizzando le Patate. Bahasa
Indonesia: Membuat Baterai Kentang. Nederlands: Een batterij maken van een aardappel.
Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. She even got first place in
the science fair, thank you so much! More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article
help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Kori Florence Mar 11, Katelyn Mar 29, Ana Aladin Jan 14, This was so easy to
understand. This is great! Clayton Fitzpatrick May 11, Greg Williams Jan 29, This has become
my best site for school. Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. A lemon battery is a simple battery often made for the purpose of education.
Typically, a piece of zinc metal such as a galvanized nail and a piece of copper such as a penny
are inserted into a lemon and connected by wires. Power generated by reaction of the metals is
used to power a small device such as a light emitting diode LED. The lemon battery is similar to
the first electrical battery invented in by Alessandro Volta , who used brine salt water instead of
lemon juice. There are many variations of the lemon cell that use different fruits or liquids as
electrolytes and metals other than zinc and copper as electrodes. There are numerous sets of
instructions for making lemon batteries and for obtaining components such as light-emitting
diodes LEDs , electrical meters multimeters , and zinc-coated galvanized nails and screws. After
one cell is assembled, a multimeter can be used to measure the voltage or the electric current
from the voltaic cell; a typical voltage is 0. Currents are more variable, but range up to about 1
mA the larger the electrode surfaces, the bigger the current. For a more visible effect, lemon
cells can be connected in series to power an LED see illustration or other devices. The series
connection increases the voltage available to devices. Swartling and Morgan have published a
list of low-voltage devices along with the corresponding number of lemon cells that were
needed to power them; they included LEDs, piezoelectric buzzers, and small digital clocks. By
multiplying the average current of a lemon 0. Many fruits and liquids can be used for the acidic
electrolyte. Fruit is convenient, because it provides both the electrolyte and a simple way to
support the electrodes. The acid involved in citrus fruits lemons, oranges, grapefruits, etc. The
acidity, which is indicated by the measured pH , varies substantially. Potatoes have phosphoric
acid and work well; they are the basis for commercial "potato clock" kits. International research
begun in showed that boiling potatoes for eight minutes improves their electrical output, as
does placing slices of potatoes between multiple copper and zinc plates. Boiled and chopped
plantain pith stem is also suitable, according to Sri Lankan researchers. Instead of fruit, liquids
in various containers can be used. Household vinegar acetic acid works well. The sauerkraut
had been canned, and became the electrolyte while the can itself was one of the electrodes.
Zinc and copper electrodes are reasonably safe and easy to obtain. Other metals such as lead,
iron, magnesium, etc. It is comparable to that of standard household batteries 1. For the
youngest pupils, about ages 5â€”9, the educational goal is utilitarian: [13] batteries are devices
that can power other devices, so as long as they are connected by a conductive material.
Batteries are components in electrical circuits; hooking a single wire between a battery and a
light bulb will not power the bulb. The fact that different chemical elements such as copper and
zinc are used can be placed in the larger context that the elements do not disappear or break
down when they undergo chemical reactions. For older pupils and for college students,
batteries serve to illustrate the principles of oxidation-reduction reactions. The voltages and
currents from series and parallel combinations of the batteries can be examined. The current

that is output by the battery through a meter will depend on the size of the electrodes, how far
the electrodes are inserted into the fruit, and how close to each other the electrodes are placed;
the voltage is fairly independent of these details of the electrodes. Most textbooks present the
following model for the chemical reactions of a lemon battery. This reaction is called oxidation.
This reaction is called reduction. The electrons used in the copper to form the molecules of
hydrogen are transferred from the zinc through an external wire connecting between the copper
and the zinc. The hydrogen molecules formed on the surface of the copper by the reduction
reaction ultimately bubble away as hydrogen gas. This model of the chemical reactions makes
several predictions that were examined in experiments published by Jerry Goodisman in
Goodisman notes that numerous recent authors propose chemical reactions for the lemon
battery that involve dissolution of the copper electrode into the electrolyte. Goodisman
excludes this reaction as being inconsistent with the experiments, and notes that the correct
chemistry, which involves the evolution of hydrogen at the copper electrode but also can use
silver instead of copper, has been known for many years. When the electrolyte was modified by
adding zinc sulfate ZnSO 4 , the voltage from the cell was reduced as predicted using the Nernst
equation for the model. The Nernst equation essentially says how much the voltage drops as
more zinc sulfate is added. The addition of copper sulfate CuSO 4 did not affect the voltage.
This result is consistent with the fact that copper atoms from the electrode are not involved in
the chemical reaction model for the cell. When the battery is hooked up to an external circuit
and a significant electric current is flowing, the zinc electrode loses mass, as predicted by the
zinc oxidation reaction above. Similarly, hydrogen gas evolves as bubbles from the copper
electrode. Finally, the voltage from the cell depended upon the acidity of the electrolyte, as
measured by its pH; decreasing acidity and increasing pH causes the voltage to fall. This effect
is also predicted by the Nernst equation; the particular acid that was used citric, hydrochloric,
sulfuric, etc. The two oxidation-reduction reactions listed above only occur when electrical
charge can be transported through the external circuit. The additional, open-circuit reaction can
be observed by the formation of bubbles at the zinc electrode under open-circuit. This effect
ultimately limited the voltage of the cells to 1. The energy comes from the chemical change in
the zinc when it dissolves into the acid. The energy does not come from the lemon or potato.
The zinc is oxidized inside the lemon, exchanging some of its electrons with the acid in order to
reach a lower energy state, and the energy released provides the power. In current practice, zinc
is produced by electrowinning of zinc sulfate or pyrometallurgical reduction of zinc with carbon,
which requires an energy input. The energy produced in the lemon battery comes from
reversing this reaction, recovering some of the energy input during the zinc production. From to
the late 19th century, large, voltaic cells using a zinc electrode and a sulfuric acid electrolyte
were widely used in the printing industry. While copper electrodes like those in lemon batteries
were sometimes used, in Alfred Smee invented a refined version of this cell that used silver with
a rough platinum coating instead of a copper electrode. Unlike the zinc electrode, the copper or
platinized silver electrodes are not consumed by using the battery, and the details of this
electrode do not affect the cell's voltage. The Smee cell was convenient for electrotyping ,
which produced copper plates for letterpress printing of newspapers and books, and also
statues and other metallic objects. The Smee cell used amalgamated zinc instead of pure zinc;
the surface of amalgamated zinc has been treated with mercury. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. January Learn how and when to remove this template message. Electrochemistry
Encyclopedia. Case Western Reserve University. Archived from the original on ISBN Chemistry
Expression: An Inquiry Approach. Panpac Education Pte Ltd. Journal of Chemical Education.
Bibcode : JChEd.. Pembroke, Ontario: Hila Science Camp. Retrieved This webpage describes
experiments starting with a single lemon cell that is studied with a multimeter, and then leads to
a lemon battery capable of lighting an LED. This webpage contains instructions for elementary
school teachers. The project uses the voltmeter to show that the battery is working. These
authors note that hydrogen evolves from the zinc electrode. As described somewhat later by
Goodisman, this effect is unrelated to the evolution of hydrogen that occurs when the cell is
providing electric current to an external circuit; the hydrogen associated with these currents
evolves from the copper electrode. Archived from the original on April 15, Potato Science and
Technology. BBC - Future - Technology. The Discovery Channel. Sauerkraut is quite acidic due
to the lactic acid produced during fermentation. The sauerkraut clock powers a digital
thermometer in this video. The Electrochemical Society Interface. Journal of Research in
Science Teaching. Bibcode : JRScT.. Full text by subscription only. In Metz, Steve ed. NSTA
Press. Guide to lemon battery experiments for science teachers, including both fabrication
notes and educational outcomes. A quantitative study of both the voltages and currents

produced by fruit batteries; part of a larger project including "penny batteries". Introduction to
Electrical Engineering. Tata McGraw-Hill Education. Smee's Galvanic Battery". The Magazine of
Science and School of Arts. II : April 18, Formerly, a galvanic battery was a stupendous, and an
expensive, machine occupying a large space and costing a considerable sum to keep it in its
short-lived action. Now, a far more powerful instrument may be made in a snuff box and carried
in the pocket. These remarks are forced upon us by the astonishing platinum batteries of Mr.
Grove, and the chemico-mechanical batteries invented by Mr. Galvanic batteries, their theory,
construction and use, comprising primary, single and double fluid cells, secondary and gas
batteries. The first real improvement over the plain zinc-copper in acid cell was due to Dr. Alfred
Smee, who noticed that the hydrogen gas liberated at the negative plate was evolved from it
much more readily, hence polarization took place much less rapidly if the surface of this plate
were roughened instead of being quite smooth; and the means he found most efficient was that
of coating the silver sheet or sheets with finely divided platinum London: R. Of the application
of this cell a very important modification can be arranged, by converting it into an ACID battery ,
analogous to the platinized silver of Mr. Those who are acquainted with the ingenious device of
that gentleman, are aware that the characteristic of his arrangement is, that the negative plate,
where hydrogen is released, shall part with this hydrogen very readily. Under ordinary
circumstances, the hydrogen adheres very much to the plates of an acid battery, and throws a
considerable portion of the plates out of the action, by its presence on their surfaces. To
remedy this, he has, as he terms it, "platinized" the surfaces. A physical treatise on electricity
and magnetism, Volume 1. Appleton and Company. Electrotyping and stereotyping. Chicago:
United Typothetae of America. In Smee invented a battery which made electrotyping possible
commercially. Perhaps one of the greatest forward steps in connection with electrotyping was
made when the plating dynamo was invented. The first adoption of a dynamo, in place of the
Smee type of battery, was by Leslie, of New York, in Primer for apprentices in the printing
industry. Good short introduction to the history of electrotyping. July 1, The Telegraphic
Journal and Electrical Review. II 34 : â€” The Smee cell is the cell most commonly employed
because of its extreme simplicity of construction and management. A detailed discussion of the
construction and maintenance of Smee cells, c. Copper and bronze in art: corrosion, colorants,
conservation. Getty Publications. Some extremely important commissions were made in
electrotypes, such as the "bronzes" that adorn the Opera, Paris, and the cm high statue of
Prince Albert and four accompanying figures, erected behind the Albert Hall in London as a
memorial to the Great Exhibition of The Voltaic Cell: its Construction and its Capacity. OCLC In
Haynes, William M. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics: 93rd Edition. Chemical Rubber
Company. Retrieved 30 January Season 7. Episode 8. November 17, The Guardian. Retrieved 8
February Anne with an E. Season 2. Episode November 18, Energy portal Chemistry portal.
Categories : Disposable batteries Biodegradable materials. Hidden categories: CS1:
Julianâ€”Gregorian uncertainty Articles needing additional references from January All articles
needing additional references. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Learn with us online while the Exploratorium is temporarily
closed. You can help us reopenâ€” donate today. Take one of your sanded pennies with the zinc
side facing up copper side down , and place a damp piece of matboard on it. Then stack another
sanded penny again, zinc side facing up on top of this. Take your next piece of matboard and
place it on top, and continue stacking pennies and matboard on top of each other to make a
neat pile. Finally, place the unsanded penny at the very top. When you're done, you should have
alternating layers of pennies and matboard with all the zinc sides facing up, and both the very
top and the very bottom of your stack facing down should be copper. Make sure the pennies
aren't directly touching each other and, likewise, that the pieces of matboard aren't touching
each other. Test your battery by connecting your LED. Touch the longer lead to the intact penny
on the top and the shorter lead to the bottom of the stack. Make sure that the leads don't touch
any other layer. Did the LED turn on? If not, make sure the LED leads are oriented correctly and
use a paper towel to wipe off any excess water from the penny-matboard stack. Check the
voltage of the battery with a voltmeter by placing the leads on the top and bottom of your penny
battery. If you want your LED to stay lit without having to hold it, wrap the entire assembly
together with electrical tape. The LED will grow fainter as the matboards dry out, but it should
stay lit for 24 hours! To recharge, just re-soak the matboards and reassemble. Batteries are
devices that convert chemical energy into electrical energy. When two different metals are
connected by an electrolyte, a chemical reaction occurs at each metal surface, called electrodes
, that either releases or uses electrons. When these electrodes are connected by a wire,
electrons will move from one surface to the other, creating an electric current. Pennies that
were made after have zinc cores that are plated with copper. By sanding off one face of a penny,

you create a zinc electrode that can pair with the copper electrode on the face of the next penny.
The matboard soaked in salty vinegar water serves as the electrolyte between the two terminals.
Each zinc-matboard-copper stack represents one individual cell. This is also called a voltaic pile
, which is named after Alessandro Volta, who created the first battery in by alternating zinc and
copper electrodes with sulfuric acid between them. With a voltmeter, you can see that each cell
can generate over 0. The penny battery you created for this Snack has four cells. A stack of
three cells should generate enough voltage to light a red LED, which usually require around 1.
The metal content in a pre penny is actually worth more than its one-cent face value.
Consequently, in December, , the United States Mint implemented regulations that prohibit the
melting or treatment of all one-cent coins. Attribution: Exploratorium Teacher Institute. Get
at-home activities and learning tools delivered straight to your inbox. The Exploratorium is a c 3
nonprofit organization. Use two different metals and some sour, salty water to create an
inexpensive battery. Grade Bands:. Energy And Matter. Video Demonstration. Five or more post
U. Make a saturated salt solution by adding salt to water and stirring until it doesn't dissolve
anymore. Add a splash of vinegar to this solution. Soak the pieces in the salt-and-vinegar
solution. Once the pieces are thoroughly wet, take them out and place them on a paper towel so
they are still damp, but not dripping. Use sandpaper to remove the copper from ONE side of
each of four pennies. Leave the fifth penny intact. Sand until you see zinc shiny silver color
covering the entire face of the coin. This takes some time and effort, so be patient. Try placing
the sandpaper on a hard surface and moving the penny instead of the sandpaper. The "tails"
side may be easier to sand because the Lincoln Memorial or Union Shield doesn't protrude as
far as Lincoln's head. When you're done, the sanded coins should have a bronze-colored
copper side and a silver-colored zinc side. For an added challenge, try making a battery
powerful enough to light a blue LED. Related Snacks Hand Battery Use your skin and different
metals to create a battery. Aluminum-Air Battery Construct a simple battery that can power a
light. Conductivity Meter Make a conductivity meter and let your electrolytes shine. Connect
with us! The penny battery is a voltaic pile which uses various coinage as the metal disks
pennies of a traditional voltaic pile. The coins are stacked with pieces of electrolyte soaked
paper in between see diagram at right. The penny battery experiment is common during
electrochemistry units in an educational setting. Each cell in a penny battery can produce up to
0. Since the battery is a wet cell , the effectiveness will be reduced when the electrolyte
evaporates. As the name implies, Canadian pennies from may serve the zinc electrode and
pennies as the copper. Alternatively, American pennies from â€”present may be used as the
zinc electrodes and pennies as the copper electrodes. A variety of other coins may also be
used, with varying results. A penny battery can be useful in producing a small amount of
voltage. To make a penny battery it is crucial that there are two different kinds of metals with a
substance in between them. To begin, scratch off the copper coating on one side of a penny
exposing the metal zinc silver color. This process will be difficult and will take some time. It is
beneficial to have at least 5 pennies so that enough volts can be created. Then cut 5 circle
pieces as big as the penny of matboard or cardboard. Soak the matboard in an acid solution. An
acid as simple as vinegar and water, or lemon juice could be used. Stack the pennies on top of
one another with a piece of matboard in between them. The zinc side should be facing upward.
Use a penny that has not been scratched on either side and place it on top. Finally connect an
LED with the longer lead attached to the top and shorter lead touching the bottom. The LED
should light up proving that the battery works. It is also possible to use a voltmeter to test the
amount of volts being produced by the battery cell. Take a AA battery and attach it to voltmeter
to ensure that it is working properly before testing out the penny battery. For an alternate way of
making this that is slightly weaker, click here. This method uses USA pennies from or 10 cent
euro coins, alongside aluminum foil. If the LED is not lighting up or if the voltmeter is not
registering any electricity then a few problems could have occurred during set up. First, make
sure that the matboard or cardboard pieces are moist. Less electrical energy will be produced if
less electrolytes are available. Second, ensure that none of the pennies are touching one
another and that each matboard only touches two pennies and does not overlap onto other
pennies. This would create a short and little to no electrical energy will be produced. Third,
check the acidity of the solution that is being used to soak the matboard. The greater the
acidity, the greater number of electrolytes, and the greater amount of electricity that can be
conducted. Fourth, it can be beneficial to sand down the coins instead of scratching off the
copper to reach the zinc layer underneath. Batteries convert the chemical energy of the two
metals electrodes interacting with the acid on the matboard electrolyte into electrical energy. In
this situation, the metal surface serves as the electrode and an electric current movement of
electrons from one metal to the other is created when the wire connects both metal surfaces.
Each cell is defined as a stack of a zinc penny, matboard, and a copper penny. Each cell can

provide about 0. Indicating that to power an LED light, needing 1. As time goes on the amount of
energy that the battery can provide decreases. The stack of cells is also known as a voltaic pile.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is written like a manual or guidebook. Please
help rewrite this article from a descriptive, neutral point of view , and remove advice or
instruction. September Learn how and when to remove this template message. This section
needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Retrieved CS1 maint:
discouraged parameter link. Categories : Battery types Chemistry experiments. Hidden
categories: CS1 maint: discouraged parameter Wikipedia articles with style issues from
September All articles with style issues Articles needing additional references from February All
articles needing additional references. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Add links. When the power goes out like it did during Hurricane Isaac , what do you
do? Well, I have a small generator -- so that's good. It's big enough to run some lights, fans, and
my refrigerator to keep my beer cool. But what if you didn't have a generator? You could make a
penny battery. Here is the one I made following these instructions - PDF warning. It actually
works. The key to these types of batteries is to have two different types of metals with some
material in between them. Usually, an acid will work. For this battery, it uses salt water and
vinegar as the acid. The two different metals come from the same penny. Today's U. So, if you
shave off the copper on one side you have a two-sided metal penny. One side is copper and one
side is zinc. The thing that makes this battery so cool is that you probably don't even need to go
to the store to make it. So, I could make this if the power went out, right? But could I use it to
run stuff in my house? Of course - the question is how many of these penny cells would I have
to make? Bring on the data. This is the first thing to look at, the amount of energy per cell. I
have actually looked at the energy stored in a battery before. For that case, I compared the
stored energy in name-brand versus generic AA batteries. To do this, I measured the current
coming out of the battery and the voltage across the battery over a few hours as it was
connected to a load. The power for an electrical device is calculated as:. To determine the total
energy, I just need to break the data up into small time-steps and add up all the
power-times-time intervals. Like this:. I can get the potential-current data using Vernier's Logger
Pro. Here is a plot of the power from five cells in series for a penny battery. Also included is a
numerical integration to get the total energy. Notice that there were some weird things
happening at the very end of this data. If you look at the electric potential data, the current
actually drops to a negative value. I suspect this is just a measurement error since the current
values are so low around 0. That's 2. That is 7. After the hurricane, we without power for two
days. How much energy do we need? It would probably be best to look at our average power
use to determine the total power. I previously looked at the power my refrigerator uses and it
averages around Watts. I guess I could get by with about Watts average for lights, fans and
internet modem and stuff. If each penny battery cell has 1. If I just stack these penny cells in
series, I would only need like one penny per cell plus one for the end. I doubt you would have
that many pennies with you. Oh, but you do? OK then, how much space would that take up?
Here are the dimensions of a U. I have also included a diagram showing how they could be
stacked. In this case, the top-down area would just be d 2. But what about the height? If the
height of the penny is h , I am going to estimate that the height of the cell with the stuff in the
middle is about 2 h. This puts the volume per cell not including the top penny at 2 hd 2. So, if I
need 3. So, about 40 cubic meters. If arranged in a cube, this would have a side length of about
3. This would take up a significant portion of a room. A room that would smell like copper and
vinegar. Oh, I didn't even mention all of the wires you would need. You could connect vertical
cells by just stacking, but you would need something to connect adjacent cells. Also, if you
want to run stuff like your refrigerator, you would need a DC-to-AC converter. Just so you know.
There is something else. What about the maximum current you could get from these penny
cells? I will look at that in a future post. Just letting you know I didn't forget. How Much Energy?
Rhett Allain is an associate professor of physics at Southeastern Louisiana University. He
enjoys teaching and talking about physics. Sometimes he takes things apart and can't put them
back together. Contributor Twitter. Topics battery electric potential electricity Energy Power.
Okay, so I've looked around for an idea for an instructable. And I found one that I want to do my
own rendition of, the penny battery. So this idea is not completely original, I'm not claiming it as
mine. I'm just using the materials and methods that I think will be the most effective. My hope is
to power and LED light or a small fan if possible. But if I make the led die, then I have
sufficiently surpassed my expectations. Let's get started. These are all the things you will need.
I will include my list as well as some substitutes that I've seen. Take the sand paper and sand
one side of each penny down til the copper is off that side and the zinc core is showing. Best

method is to use your finger to move the penny on the sandpaper as far as I know. Technically
defacing currency is a federal offense or something like that, but I'm sure you won't get arrested
over 6 cents. Besides, it's recycling so shut up. So, from what I can tell others have used salt
water, vinegar water, well I'm gunna use lemon water. Lemons are more acidic than vinegar so
I'm hoping it'll work better. Feel free to correct me if I'm wrong. Cut your paper towels or
whatever you use into pieces about the size of a penny, you don't want the pieces to touch. I'd
just soak them for about minutes. Start with a battery zinc side up, then put a piece of paper
towel, then another penny same way as the first. It should alternate like this until you use all the
pennys you want. Or kill the LED for extra fun. The picture is showing how it works as a battery.
You did it!! You have made your own penny battery. You can also add an LED to make a
flashlight, use a multimeter to see how much voltage you get, or see if you can power a mini fan
in the summer. Also, if you want to power something bigger or just see if you can make it better,
try adding more pennies, it should create more voltage if it's an efficient design. I know There is
electricity because I will use acid Reply 9 years ago on Introduction. Reply 3 years ago. Sorry to
write this here, but there wasn't any place to comment on your only 1 battery hack. You need to
change your picture of the battery holder, it is a series run, so doing the hack on a item that
needs 3 volts won't work, you need to show a parallel holder where as the two batteries voltage
is still 1. The "defacing currency" statute is always misconstrued. It's only a crime if your intent
is to commit a fraud i. Reply 5 years ago. I want to introduce you to a fact that is not widely
known. Until recently the government has made money off us when we have destroyed
currency. What the lemon solution is in chemistry is a salt bridge. All that matters here is that is
an ionic solution. Since lemon acid is a weak acid it will not act as well as salt water, since there
are less ions in the solution.. I haven't seen this before so thanks! I'm guessing this will not
work with a UK penny? They are made from copper plated steel. You're allowed to "deface"
coins to make jewelry or batteries so long as you don't use automated equipment to do it.
Introduction: Miller- Penny Battery. By seniorhigh Follow. More by the author:. Did you make
this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. Alex Mercer 9 years ago on Introduction.
Umm, No. FisherD1 khaw Reply 5 years ago. The exception to is being the turning it in for scrap.
They want the benefit of that. Make sure the penny is dated or newer so you can be sure it has a
zinc core. Derek Vigil 9 years ago on Step 6. Greasetattoo 10 years ago on Introduction. Great
instructable Surprised they didn't make yours Featured! DrVanDoom 10 years ago on Step 2.
MadScott 10 years ago on Step 2. In this experiment, you will make a simple battery out of coins
and test if the number of coins in the pile will affect the amount of electricity produced. You
might think that batteries are a modern invention, but batteries were one of the first ways of
making electricity. Alessandro Volta discovered the first electric battery in He made a giant
stack of alternating layers of zinc, blotting paper soaked in salt water, and silver. This early
design for a battery became known as the voltaic pile. A voltaic pile is created by inserting a
copper pipe through the middle of a stack of rings. Each ring has 3 layers: a base zinc plate, a
piece of blotting paper, and a top silver plate. The blotting papers were soaked in salt water and
the electrons from the salt were able to move across the metals into the copper pipe to create
electricity. How does a voltaic pile make electricity? The key to electricity is the movement of
particles carrying electric charge. In a voltaic pile, these particles move from one metal to the
other through a solution called the electrolyte. An electrolyte is a liquid that contains particles
carrying charge. Dissolved salt is an example of a good electrolyte. The charged particles in the
electrolyte react with the metals, causing an electrochemical reaction , a special kind of
chemical reaction that makes electrons. As electrons are particles that carry electric charge,
making these electrons all move in the same direction will create a electric current or electricity.
The two types of metals in a voltaic pile are called electrodes. As the types of metal are
different, one metal will like to give off free electrons, the other will be more eager to receive
electrons. This creates an electrical potential difference, also called voltage between the two
types of metals. One metal becomes positively charged the positive electrode and the other
becomes negatively charged the negative electrode. This voltage causes electrons to move,
creating an electrical current, and then you have electricity! In this experiment, you will make
your own version of the voltaic pile using two different types of coins two different kinds of
metal and a salt-vinegar solution the electrolyte. The metal in the coins will react with the
electrolyte. As the two metals are different, one metal will like to give electrons to the other,
creating electricity. How will different numbers of coins affect the amount of electricity
produced? To test this, you will make piles with different numbers of coins and measuring the
voltage measured in Volt and current measured in Ampere produced. To do this type of
experiment, you should know what the following terms mean. Have an adult help you search the
Internet or take you to your local library to find out more! Proceeds from the affiliate programs
help support Science Buddies, a c 3 public charity, and keep our resources free for everyone.

Our top priority is student learning. If you have any comments positive or negative related to
purchases you've made for science projects from recommendations on our site, please let us
know. Write to us at scibuddy sciencebuddies. Ravenpaw said: What was the most important
thing you learned? That their needs to be a thicker metal and a thicker electrolyte. Science
Buddies materials are free for everyone to use, thanks to the support of our sponsors. What
would you tell our sponsors about how Science Buddies helped you with your project? It gave
me an idea of how to do my project. It made it easier to try to make this coin battery. Compared
to a typical science class, please tell us how much you learned doing this project. About the
same. Try one of our science activities for quick, anytime science explorations. The perfect
thing to liven up a rainy day, school vacation, or moment of boredom. Menu Project Ideas. View
Site Map. Science Projects. Grade Levels. Physical Science. Earth and Environmental Science.
Behavioral and Social Science. A Battery That Makes Cents. Science Buddies has a reference,
How to Use a Multimeter , that will teach you how to use one. Share your story with Science
Buddies! Yes, I Did This Project! Please log in or create a free account to let us know how
things went. Science Buddies Staff. Accessed 15 Apr. Introduction You might think that
batteries are a modern invention, but batteries were one of the first ways of making electricity.
Figure 1. This image shows the structure of a voltaic pile, which is the first design of a battery
that's used to make electricity. It was discovered by Alessandro Volta in The Voltaic Pile.
Retrieved June 17, For an overview of what batteries are try this video: Mocomi Kids. How Do
Batteries Work? A more in-depth explanation of the chemistry behind voltaic cells the more
modern version of a voltaic pile can be heard in this musical video: Edmonds. Note: A
computerized matching algorithm suggests the above articles. It's not as smart as you are, and
it may occasionally give humorous, ridiculous, or even annoying results! Learn more about the
News Feed. Salt 1 Tbsp. Get printable templates for each section of your display board. Save
time with preformatted data tables and pre-set font sizes that look good on a display board. Just
enter your project information and data, print, and attach to the display board! Experimental
Procedure In your lab notebook, make table like the Table 1. You will write down your
measurements in this table. Use a table like this table to record your data. Figure 2. An
aluminum strip is folded in three lengthwise. First cut out the strip, then fold the edges in and
last press them down. Figure 3. A few pennies and nickels, small paper-towel squares, a
vinegar-salt solution, and an aluminum strip is all you need to create a coin battery. Figure 4.
Start building your battery by placing a penny on the aluminum strip, followed by a soaked
paper-towel square. Figure 5. One battery cell consists of a penny, a soaked paper-towel square
and a nickel on top. Figure 6. To measure the voltage produced by your cell, place one
multimeter lead on the aluminum foil strip and the other on the top nickel. Figure 7. Set the
multimeter to measure in mA to measure the current produced by your cell. Note the sign of
your measurement indicates the direction of the current. Figure 8. This coin battery uses 4
pennies and 4 nickels. Figure 9. A bar graph showing one measurement: the voltage for voltaic
pile consisting of 2 pennies and 2 nickels. Chemical Engineer. Electrical Engineering
Technician. Variations Try connecting an LED to your battery with copper wire or aluminum
paper strips. How many coins do you need to light the light? You can test different LEDs to see
if they need the same number of coins to light up. LEDs only pass current in one direction, so
be sure you have it oriented correctly. Note on copper wire: Be sure the wire is NOT enameled,
or it will not work! Enameled copper wire can be used if you first strip the insulation off. This
can be done with sandpaper, as explained in this Wire Stripping Tutorial. Compare different coin
combinations to see which ones work and which ones don't: Penny - Dime Nickel - Dime Nickel
- Quarter Penny - Quarter Try other electrolyte solutions to see which ones work and which
ones don't: Plain water Salt water Lemon juice Soda water Try making batteries out of other
things, like potatoes or fruits. View feedback on this project from other users. Hide feedback on
this project from other users Recent Feedback Submissions Sort by Date Sort by User Name
Ravenpaw said: What was the most important thing you learned? What problems did you
encounter? Can you suggest any improvements or ideas? Overall, how would you rate the
quality of this project? OK What is your enthusiasm for science after doing your project?
Moderate Compared to a typical science class, please tell us how much you learned doing this
project. About the same Do you agree? You may find the answer to your question. Q: The
multimeter readings of current are going down while I am testing the same battery; why is that?
A: Here some points to consider The bigger the contact area between the moist paper towels
and the coins, the bigger the current will be. Keep pushing down on the top coin with your
probe, as you are measuring, to ensure good contact over the entire surface. Just like a battery
you buy in the store, this battery drains and can run out. Mark down the measurement right as
you start measuring, before it starts draining. The pennies will corrode as they produce
electricity. Cleaning off this corrosion and using new damp pieces of paper towel will help

revive your battery. A: Some fluctuation or swinging around a central value is fine. The
multimeter is reading a small voltage a fraction of a volt or a small current a few milliamps.
Some meters have a hard time reading this accurately. Think about how you might read the
length of your house key. If you need to read it up to a fraction of a millimeter with a ruler, would
you get exactly the same length each time you read the ruler, or might your values go up and
down around a central value? Similarly, your meter might display slightly different readings
each time it 'takes a look' and measures. Here is how to handle this situation. Leave out the last
digit of your reading. In the case of Figure 6 , you would note down 0. Write down the most
frequently occurring reading. Check out the next question if your measurements are going up
and down a lot. Q: My measured values seem all over the place; am I doing something wrong?
A: Several situations can lead to a measured value that is lower than what you would expect.
Below is a list of things to check. Check if pushing down on the multimeter probes provides a
better reading. Pushing on the probes can help make a firm contact. This contact is needed to
allow electricity to flow. You can also move around the probe on the top nickel and see if a
different spot on the nickel provides a better contact. Check carefully to be sure no paper towel
squares droop over the edges of the coins and touch other paper towels or other coins.
Touching paper towels will create a short circuit in your battery and prevent your battery from
working. If necessary, use scissors to trim the corners of the paper towel squares so they do
not hang down and touch the paper towels below them. Ensure the paper towel squares are
very damp, but are not leaking over the edge. Dripping electrolyte can create a short circuit. If
necessary, press out excess liquid from the paper towel squares by placing them between your
thumb and forefinger. In contrast, dry paper towels are a barrier for the electricity. If they are too
dry, dip them in the electrolyte, press out the excess liquid, and try again. See if your coins are
corroded. You can see corrosion as a buildup of a different color on your coins; if you see
some, wash the corrosion off and try again. You can also start with new, clean coins. Explore
Our Science Videos. What is your enthusiasm for science after doing your project? Optional:
Caption for picture. To do this project, you will need an adult to help you use a multimeter. Make
a great display board with the downloadable template that is customized for this project. Get
Details. Sort by Date. Sort by User Name. Report Inappropriate Comment. How to make an
anemometer wind speed meter. This version of a battery hearkens back to the original voltaic
pile invented by Alessandro Volta in Here I will be showing two versions using different anode
materials. In the diagrams I've only shown batteries composed of 5 cells, but the picture of the
actual battery is of a 10 cell version and that is what the instructions are for. There are quite a
few instructables about building these, but they all were severely lacking graphs and data. Not
to worry, there will be plenty of both in this one! The crossbeam is used to hold the pennies
together though it may take a bit of sanding the edges for it to slide through the notches in the
holder. I tried two different materials for the anode electrode, aluminum and zinc. This is the
electrode that will form the "negative terminal" of the battery. For the cathode I used copper in
both cases, this will be the battery's "positive terminal. Clearly zinc is the better choice, but the
aluminum is easier to obtain since you can just use foil from your kitchen. For voltages between
other combinations of material, see appendix 2. To prepare to use aluminum anodes, fold a strip
of aluminum foil several times till you have a long piece about as wide as the diameter of a
penny. Cut squares of the strip then cut each corner of each square to round out the shapes.
I've tried soldering to aluminum and had no luck at all. In the US mint started making pennies as
copper plated zinc. Use a dremel or just sandpaper to grind off the copper on one side it doesn't
need to be perfect. Solder a wire to the copper side of one of them, it helps to clean it first and
use lots of flux as well as an extra hot iron. This coin will be the last one in see the last image.
Note: In the mint made both types of penny, so avoid that year. Solder a wire to one of them, it
helps to clean it first and use lots of flux as well as an extra hot iron. This coin will be the first
one in see the fourth image. Then cut 5 pieces of cardboard to just a bit smaller than a penny.
When the cardboard is between the layers is should only touch the layer just above and just
below, and it should be thick enough to prevent those layers from touching each other. Fill part
of a glass with vinegar and mix in a few teaspoons of salt. Drop the cardboard pieces into the
solution to soak for a minutes or two before placing them in the battery. If you are using
aluminum anodes, you want to be extra careful that the the piece of aluminum isn't too small
which would let the cardboard and the copper cathode on each side of the aluminum touch
each other. For the copper and aluminum battery, follow the first two images. Be careful to
center each piece of cardboard so that it only touches one electrode on each side. The voltage
per cell is about 0. Multiply by 10 and we get 5. For the copper and zinc battery follow the
second two images. The per cell voltage is between 0. The output of 9. Connect up an LED and
see if you get light! Due to the high internal resistance of the battery, there is no need to
connect a resistor in series with the LED. In the second pictures the LED is pulling 0. This is

after a few days of the battery sitting around and then being soaked again in electrolyte, so you
will probably see a higher current with a fresh battery. I found that the voltage would be
sustained for a day or so before dropping. Just dunk the whole thing in the electrolyte solution
and let it soak for awhile. In the picture you can see the zinc and copper version. When
submerged in electrolyte it is the same as having 10 cells in parallel so it only generates 0. Now
that we have built a battery we would like to know how useful it is. This brings us to my favorite
part, making graphs! If you built the battery using aluminum sheets with 10 copper pennies, you
should measure a total series voltage of 5 - 6 volts. If you used the zinc and copper 20 total
pennies you should measure between 9 and 10 volts. But if you try to use that to power
something and keep your multimeter connected, you will notice that the voltage quickly
decreases. This is due to the internal resistance of each cell in the battery. We can think of the
battery as a perfect voltage source in series with a resistor, as is shown in the first picture. A
perfect voltage source is one where the voltage doesn't change when the load changes. If we
measure the "open circuit" voltage with multimeter this gives a very good approximation of this
ideal voltage, since in this mode the multimeter draws an extremely small amount of current. To
find this internal resistance value we need to determine the voltage drop across that resistance
for various currents. If we measure an open circuit voltage of 10 volts and then when pulling 10
mA we measure a voltage of 9 volts, that means there was a 1 volts drop across the internal
resistance. Now of course we don't want just one measurement, we want to take several do a
linear fit to the resulting data set of voltage drop vs current. Looking at the graph you will see 5
different data sets. There are a few interesting things to notice here. The main take away here is
that in any configuration this battery has a TON of internal resistance. As we saw in the graphs
section, even the 9 - 10 V version of this battery can't provide anywhere near that voltage when
even a few mA of current are being drawn. To actually use these to power a phone we need to
combine many of them in parallel. How many? I'm glad you asked! We know for a phone
charger we need 5 volts. Let's call 'a' the number of cells in series aka how many cells make up
a single "battery" and 'b' the number of those batteries which are connected in parallel. So now
we have a equation for the number of batteries we would need as function of the number of
cells in each battery. Let's plot this on wolframalpha. The y-axis is b, the number of batteries in
parallel, and the x-axis is 'a', the number of cells in each battery. If it says the computation time
is exceeded, just refresh and it should work. Of course the next logical question is what is the
optimal ratio of series to parallel? For this we want a function for the total number of coins. If we
then plot this function and look for the location of the minimum, or better yet, the derivative of
this function and look for where it equals zero, we will find the most efficient number of cells per
battery. It turns out that for this case, the best number is Obviously we can't have half a cell, so
10 or 11 would be the most efficient. If we use 11 cells per battery it turns out we would need
batteries, or coins. So 10 is very slightly better in terms of number of coins, although it would
probably be easier to build batteries with 11 cells than batteries with 10 cells. Interestingly, it
turns out that the optimum number of cells in a battery is pretty much only dependant on the
per cell voltage. If you were to use the Al and Cu version with a per cell voltage of about 0. Of
course in this case each cell is one coin and one piece of aluminum, whereas the Zn and Cu
version each cell is 2 coins. Now, the internal resistance will still affect the total number of
batteries needed since each will be able to supply less current if the internal resistance rises. I
tested eleven materials in all combinations of electrode pairings. That would be 66 total
combinations. The highest voltage 1. Although magnesium reacts quite vigorously with vinegar
so it isn't a very practical choice here. A note of warning: When doing this, be sure that only the
metal you are testing is touching the liquid. I've seen a bunch of people online just dunk the
whole alligator clip in along with the test material which since the alligator clip is metal it will act
as an electrode which will mess up the results. Well done! Thank you for the details. I do
experiments with my children and they will love this one plus it is a safe one for the younger
ones. I'm not an eletrical engineer so I'm glad to have your detailed description. I don't have to
go to additional sources to answer their questions. As typical kids, I only have their undivided
attention for just so long. Reply 4 years ago. I clicked on this thinking it would be another
superficial look at simple batteries. But it is full and in depth. Great job. Deserved to be featured,
good evaluation instructables staff. Introduction: Building and Testing a Penny Battery. By
FerriteGiant Follow. More by the author:. Materials List 10 copper pennies pre Aluminum Foil if
using anode type 1 10 copper plated zinc pennies post if using anode type 2 Dremel or
sandpaper if using anode type 2 Cardboard to be cut into small pieces 3D printed case or other
holder such as these , or just rubber bands Wires to connect to the electrodes Solder Solder
Flux Soldering Iron Multimeter White Vinegar Salt. After pulling it out let it drip dry for a few
hours and the voltage will climb back up. Look at the difference between the top two lines
orange and green. These show the difference made when adding salt to the vinegar, which turns

out to be about a factor of 3 reduction in the internal resistance. Comparing the blue and green
both using copper and aluminum shows that adding cells in series does indeed lead to an
approximately linear increase in the internal resistance. In other words each cell has about 1
kOhm of internal resistance and 4 together gives us between 4 and 5 kOhms while 10 together
give 10 - 11 kOhms. Comparing green 10 cells Cu and Al and purple 10 cells Cu and Zn we see
that the Zn electrode not only increases the overall voltage but decreases the internal
resistance to about three fifths the amount when using Al. The yellow line shows what happens
when the whole battery is dunked in the electrolyte solution, effectively connected all the cells
in parallel. Or we could think of it as one cell with 10 times the electrode surface area. This leads
to a 20th the internal resistance, although of course a max voltage of only 0. I was honestly
expecting it to be a tenth the series resistance, if anyone has an explanation let me know. For
the tl;dr, see the bold sentences. The Zn version has lower internal resistance although it does
take twice as many coins. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Giant Saw
Blade Table! Reply Upvote. FerriteGiant rslightom Reply 4 years ago.

